Enquiries only via a completed homing questionnaire www.staffierescue.co.uk under “How to offer a forever home” We need minimum donation of £200 at the time of adoption to support our many homeless dogs in kennels. We neuter all dogs & pay kennel costs. No paid staff; no expenses claimed by volunteers. Print out & put in a shop or car window

**Bunny** is cheeky we would say a perfect blend of Staffie and Terrier. So if you like energy and can help her so that her energy is not only kept within her own range of control but welcomed and expressed in her loving you and her life. Bunny is the size of a Staffie bitch her photos make her look taller. Very loving. Needs a secure garden i.e. min 6.6 fences and exit management i.e. never a door or window left open... she is ready to follow her nose and especially you. Endearing soul High energy not helped in kennels

**BuskyBear** A loveable elderly bear. Devoted to his owners but can be a little protective so looking for a quiet life & low dog area. Can be quick off the mark spotting a cat etc. so we would recommend wearing a waist lead to avoid him taking you unawares...which is why he lost his last home. Could live with another dog but really does need Doggie owners who aren’t going to give up on him as an elderly 10 year old boy. Loved so much just needs a quiet life.

**RubyTues** Came to us via another Rescue & before that presumably the pound with poor fur quality & a torn ear so probably someone too bold in the past mixing her with other dogs which perhaps wasn’t her fault. RubyTues was briefly homed with them. Is wary of new people so routine introducing them outside the home. Likes playing with puzzles. Not good with dogs so avoid off lead dogs RubyTues wears a muzzle, is more comfortable with women but 2 men now walk her. (Had an abusive past). Affectionate & loves company. Needs further confidence building. **Sincere**
**Magic** has recently lost his hind leg as when he was taken into care he had a flaccid leg which he wasn’t using and couldn’t feel. Magic is freer without and his walking movements is not ‘hoppy’. Still a very young dog who is affable and generous in love. Meets cats well... not phased. Meets people very well. A solid dog who is showing a fab. Temperament in the making just needs a stable family life to provide his foundation.

**Bobby** Found in tragic situation with her 2 puppies, and 2 male Staffies and another female Staffie with 7 puppies. They have all been released now to prepare for homing. Good natured dogs. Adults Sioux, Renee, Rolo and Bailey can live with other dogs. Puppy are now adults who have grown up within kennels but been well socialised as circumstance allow. Savannah Shar pei x Savannah has Staffie in there also which is most prominent her devotional nature. Savannah has had a hard life without emotional love. She has grown in confidence and trust tremendously in the last few months. Producing puppies is no longer her role...fulfilling the dreams of her new family ...totally. We have her son in Rescue and her partner and a son waiting for us to Rescue. I have promised her when she is homed we can save her partner her place will be rapidly filled. Very popular girl.

**Betty** is 11 years old. She is desperate to be friends, though has a few initial nerves in the home. Many have been entering her kennel & she has shown acceptance & welcoming. Betty can be reactive to intruding dogs hence her muzzle. Needs a rock solid family at most 2 people with multiple meets can be concerned about strangers; BUT walked by many men and women in the kennels. Who can offer Betty a gentle life. **Peach**
Hector Shar pei x Comes mid August

Please complete a questionnaire if applying via rescueremediesdogrescue

Staffierescue is a specialist part of Rescueremedies (as is Terrierrescue) & serves our homeless Staffie friends. Donations are always desperately needed. We hire kennels to bring Staffies into safety & provide foster care where possible to help them to build their confidence & assess them fully - matching them with their perfect owners. Our Forum shows their progress & provides them with their own blog whilst in Rescue